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Abstract. An oracle A is .G -cheatable if there is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine the 
answers to 2’ parallel queries to A from the answers to only k queries to some other oracle B. 
It is known that I-cheatable sets cannot be bi-immune for P. Zn contrast, we construct 2-cheatable 
sets that are bi-immune for arbitrary time complexity classes. In addition, for each k, we construct 
a set that is (k+ t )-cheatable, but not k-cheatable; we show that this separation does not hold 
with bi-immunity. We show that if a recursive set A is bi-immune for P then there exists a nontrivial 
l-cheatable set that is polynomial-time m-reducible to A. Consequently if NP contains a set that 
is bi-immune for P then NP contains a set that is not poiy:;omial-time Turing-equivalent to a 
self-reducible set. 
1. Introduction 
Complexity theory deals with how hard problems are. Time,, space, and alternation 
have served as measures of difficulty. Recently, researchers Lave looked at the 
number of queries that must be made to an oracle by a polynomial-time algorithm 
that solves a problem, as a measure of that problem’s dificulty [ 13,221. When we 
consider number-of-queries as a complexity measure, it is natural to consider the 
“complexity classes” of functions and sets induced by that measure. We call these 
complexity classes bouvtded query classes, because they contain sets and functions 
computable by algorithms that make a bounded number of queries to an oracle. 
Since number-of-queries is not a complexity measure in the sense of Blum, many 
expected results about complexity measures do not app!y to bounded query classes. 
>e*:eral papers [I, 2,3,5,7] investigate the relationships among different bounded 
query classes. One basic question is “When do k queries to an oracle enable us to 
compute more functions in polynomial time than only k - 1 queries?” 
The basic question in the preceding paragraph has at !cast sixteen interpretations. 
Queries may be made in series as in a Turing reduction (serial queries Isave atso 
been called “adaptive” [ 121 because each query is allowed to depend on the answers 
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to the previous queries), or in parallel as in a truth-table reduction. It may be 
required that the k - 1 queries be made to the same oracle as the k queries, or it 
may be permitted that the k - 1 queries be made to a different oracle. The set of 
k - 1 query strings may be required to be a subset of the set of k query strings, or 
thesetofk-1 uery strings may be allowed to be any (k - I)-element subset of C*. 
A set A is defined to be k-query p-terse if k parallel queries to A allow us to 
compute more functions than only k - 1 serial queries to A. A set A is defined to 
be k-query p-superterse if k parallel queries to A allow us to compute more functions 
than only k - 1 serial queries to B for every set B. The reason for defining p- 
superterseness i  that most proofs of p-terseness are in fact prcofs of p-superterseness 
[2,4,5,7]; in addition k-q Jery p-superterseness i *tEe strongest of our sixteen ways 
of stating that k queries to an oracle enable us to compute more functions in 
polynomial time than only k - 1 queries. A special case is 2-query p-terseness; it is 
known that a set A is Zquery p-terse if and only if A is 2-query p-superterse [4]. 
A set A is defined to be k-&eatable if there exists a set B such that 2h parallel 
queries to A. dr? not allow us to compute more functions than only k serial queries 
to B. For large S keheatability can be seen as a dramatic failure to be (k + 1 )-query 
p-superterse. In the special case k = 1, this failure is not so dramatic: a set A is 
1-cheatable if and only if &4 is not 2-query p-super-terse. Efforts to extend a number 
of results about 2-query p-superterseness to general results about k-query p-super- 
terseness have been unsuccessful [2,4,5]. However, some of those results can be 
extended to general results about k-cheatability. We think that results about 2-query 
p-superterseness are best understood as results about cheatability, not as results 
about p-superterseness. 
A set A is p-superterse (p-terse) if A is k-query p-superterse (p-terse) for every 
k. A set A is cheatable if A is k-cheatable for some k. A number of papers study 
the properties of non-p-superterse sets [ 1,2,4,5,7]. The class of cheatable sets is 
a proper subset of the class of non-p-superterse sets. While we do not claim that 
the class of cheatable sets is more interesting than the general class of non-p- 
superterse sets, there are a number of interesting results about cheatable sets that 
do not hold for all non-p-super-terse sets or else admit only weaker analogies for 
general non-p-super-terse sets. For example, all cheatable sets are recursive [ll]; 
however non-p-superterse sets can be nonrecursive [8,9]. Cheatability is preserved 
by polynomial-time Turing reductions [I]; non-p-superterseness i  not [ 1 j. A cheat- 
able set cannot be self-reducible unless it is in P [ 1, 171; no corresponding result is 
known for non-p-superterse sets. All cheatable sets are computable in polynomial 
time with polynomial advice [l], whereas non-p-superterse sets are only known to 
be computable in exponential time with polynomial advice [l]. It is known that n 
parallel queries to a cheatable set can be answered by making only a constant 
number of queries tc some oracle B for all n [4]; a corresponding result says that 
aj parallel queries to a non-p-superterse set A can be answered by making Q(log n) 
queries to some oracle B [7]. (This allows us to classify every set A based on the 
asymptotic number of queries to a second oracle required in order to answer n 
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parallel queries to ~4: 0 queries iff A is polynomial-time computable; @( 1) queries 
iff A is cheatable but not polynomial-time computable; @(log n) queries ifi A is 
non-p-superterse but not cheatable, n queries iff A is p-superterse.) A cheatable set 
cannot be NP-hard under po’lynomial-time Turing reductions unless P= NP [4]; 
the best known corresponding result says that a non-p-superterse set cannot be 
NP-hard under polynomial-time truth-table reductions unless P = UP [S]. 
Some results hold both for cheatable sets and for non-p-superterse sets. Because 
cheatable sets can have arbitrarily high time comnlexitv f21, no recursive set can 
be hard for the class of cheatable sets under polynomial-time Turing reductions. 
Therefore the class of cheatable sets does not contain a polynomial-time Turing 
complete set, and the c!ass of recursive non-p-superterse sets does not contain a 
polynomial-time Turing complete set. Since every truth-table degree (no time bound) 
contains a non-p-superterse set [8], no set can be hard for the class of non-p- 
superterse sets under polynomial time Turing reductions. Therefore the class of 
non-p-superterse sets does not contain a polynomial-time Turing complete set. 
The relationship of cheatability to completeness, self-reducibility, and NP-hard- 
ness has already been established. In this paper we investigate the relationship of 
cheatability to bi-immunity for P. This question was motivated by the recursion- 
theoretic Nonspeedup Theorem [S], which states that all “recursively” cheatable 
sets are recursive; by analogy the Non-speedup Theorem suggtsts that cheatable 
sets might be easy in some standard complexity-theoretic sense. Amir and Gasarch 
[2] and (later) ourselves [6] have shown that I-cheatable sets cannot be bi-immune 
for P, so membership in a !=cheatable set can be decided in polynomial time infinitely 
often. In contrast, we show that 2-cheatable sets can be bi-immune for P. This is a 
qualitative distinction between I-cheatable sets and the general class of cheatable 
sets, which was unexpected because the class of “recursively” I-cheatable sets is 
equal to the class of “recursively” cheatable sets (both are equal to the class of 
recursive sets). We construct sets that are (k + I)-cheatable but not k-cheatable for 
each k. We show that if a recursive set L is bi-immune for P then L contains a 
l-cheatable subset that is not in P but is polynomial-time m-reducible to f+. This 
result has interesting consequences: it shows that the separation of (k + 1 kheatable 
from k&eatable does not hold with bi-immunity, and it provides a plausible 
condition under which NP intersects a non-self-reducible polynomial-time Turing 
degree (partially answering a question of Sehiian [X]j- 
We say that n queries to an oracle are made in parallel if a list of all n queries 
is formed before any of them is made. Otherwise we say that n queries are made 
in series, or zimply that n queries are made. The difference is that computation is 
allowed between serial queries to an oracle-_ the answer TO a prior query may 
determine what query is to be made next. 
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A set .A is polyc?omial-time k-Turing reducible to B(A s kqT. 
is a polynomial-time algorithm relative to B that d,t,. p ermines ~)?_etber _y is in; ;4, by W___ _
making only k queries to B. 
A set k is i;o@xmiab-time k-truth-table rea-ucible ts 
polynomial-tim gorithm relative to B that determines 
only k parallel 
s above are equivalent to definitions made in 
that our definitions of olynomial-time k-Turing reduci 
k-truth-table reducibility make sense if or both are re?iaced by p 
length-bounded functions, :nstedd of oracles. 
The function Ft defined below is a convenient notation for the results of k parallel 
queries to A. 
FibI 3 l l .,~d=(XA(X,L*r xA(&)), where XA is the characteristic 
The function Ft IS important because it is l-Turing complete for the class of 
functions that are polynomial-time k-truth-table reducible to A. In fact, f s E_tt A if 
and only if f s f_T Ft. 
nition 2.3. 
A set A is k-query p-terse if Ft S pk_, )_T A. 
A set A is p-terse if A is k-query p-terse for all k. 
A set A is k-queryp-superterse if (VB)[Ft PT,_+_T B]. 
A set A is p-superterse if A is k-query p-superterse for all k 
A set A is k-cheatable if (3 B)[ F$ s L_T B]. 
A set A is cheatable if A is k-cheatable for some k. 
Although we defined two different brands of k-query p-terseness (super 2nd 
regular), we do not define both analogous brands of k-cheatability because they 
lead to equivalent definitions of cheatability. 
e will need the following obvious result, which is proved in 163. 
. If F$+, ) =S E_tt A then 
(ii) A is _k-rhentnb!rr. 
See [8,9] for some results on bounded-query reductions in recursion theory. 
eatabiiity can be descry in 
on without recourse to oracles. In order to do so we 
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present the concept of computability by a set of k polynomial-time computable 
functions. (The results from this section will be useful in Section 6.) 
he total function h is computa& by a se’i i$ k polynomial-rime 
computable functions if there exist k polynomial-time computabie functions 
g19 . . . , gk such that 
X)[h(x)E(g,(x)~I~ &k)]. 
uivalently, the function 12 is computable y a set of k yoiynomial-time co 
table functions if, for each x, we can compute in polynomial time a length-k list 
that includes h(x). When h is computable by a set of k polynomial-time computable 
functions, we say informally that there are odv k possible udues *for h(x). 
he foilowing theorem [7] provides an eqiivalence bounded-query 
reducibility to an orachc and computability by a set of polynomial-time computable 
functions. 
!leersm 3.2. (i) If (3B)[h & Bj then h is computable by a set of Zh polynomial- 
time computable functions. 
(ii) 1f !: is computable by a set of 2 polynomial-time computable functions then 
(3B)[h == Ett B]. 
This theorem immediately provides the following necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for p-superterseness and cheatability. 
.3 
A is k-query p-superterse iff Ft is not computable by a set of 2 A - ’ polynomial-time 
computable functions. 
A is p-superterse iff F;f is not computable by a set of 2 ‘- ’ polynomial-time computable 
functions for a fly value of k. 
A is k-cheatable iff F2 4 is computable by a set of 2k po!jnomi~?-time corn 
functions. 
A is rkatable iff F, A~ is cowdputable by a set of 2h pQl_vnomial-time co 
.functions for some k. 
In [4] we prove the following. 
k 
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The name cheatable is motivated by part (i) of this theorem, which states that if 
A is cheatable then any n queries to A can be answered by a polynomial-time 
algorithm that asks only a fixed number (independent of n) of the same questions. 
If the answers to a true-false test are given by a cheatable set, then a student up to 
no good would only need to copy a fixed number of answers in order to determine 
them all. The theorem provides the following necessary and sufficient conditions 
for cheatability. 
Theorem 3.5. A set A is cheatable if and only if there exists a constant k such that for 
all n, Ft is co8mputabJe bya set of k polynomial-time compurzble functions. 
edable sets easy infinitely often? 
If F$ car1 be computed by asking k queries to some other oracle within unbounded 
computation time (Le., (3 63 b[ F$ s F; -‘f B])* then we might say that A is recursively 
cheatable. However, in [S] we prove the Nonspeedup Theorem, which states that 
A is “recursively cheatable” in this sense if and only if A is recursive. By analogy, 
we might conjecture that all cheatable sets are in P. However, Amir and Gasarch 
[ 21 have constructed I-cheatable sets A of arbitrarily great time complexity. There- 
fore we seek to prove that cheatable sets are easy in some sense that is weaker than 
polynomial-time computability. In [ 11, it is proved that all cheatable sets have small 
circuits. In this section we investigate whether cheatable sets must be easy infinitely 
often, i.e., whether they cannot be bi-immune for P. 
In [3], Balcazar and Schijning formalized the notion of being easy infinitely often, 
which was previously considered in [i I] and [24]. 
Definition 4.1. 
a A set A is immune for a class % if -4 contains no infinite subset that belongs to %. 
@ A set A is co-immune for a class %’ if A is immune for 5% 
A set A is b&immune for a class 5%’ if A is immune for % and co-immune for %. 
The authors of [3,11,24] have noted that a set A is easy infinitely often if and 
only if A is not bi-imnrtiiie for P. A fGiii zliid CZSC& [2j EiGVe fOWKl iill elegant 
proof that no I-cheatable set is bi-immune for P; a constructive proof of that fact 
can be found in [S]. In contrast to the theorem that no l-cheatable set can be 
bi-immune for P, we construct a 2-cheatable set that is bi-immune for P. 
.2. nere exists a set A ouer the alphabet (0) such that A is bi-immune for 
P and such that any three parallel queries to A can be answered in polynomial time 
by .making o+ two of the same queries in parallel. 
roof. Define tow(()] = 1 and tow(j + 1) = 2t”w(i)_ s+&ne i~g(~‘) x ;; ~ arrf iugfi+‘) x ; 
log log”’ x. Define log* x to be the greatest i such that log”’ x 3 1. 
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By the extended time hierarchy theorem [15], there is a set B in DTIME( 17”‘) 
that is bi-immune for DTIME(3”‘). Let 
4 = (9” 1 ()t(‘w(lW* \‘I E B}_ 
Then _A is p’m&~ccd by divi&lg 0 * imtn klnnte om.etr +bmt tha Llfifil- 1, . . ..Y u-.0-..” 3ursa S..U. . ..I “‘“WR A-:-rr:rr- .,&Em “~~a‘*“‘L‘ 5 WIILL 
i contains 2’- . 1 elements; every element of a block belongs to A if and only if the 
first element of that block belongs to B. 
As in the construction of a hard I-cheatable set 121, we can answer three parallel 
queries to A by asking only two of them. This is proved as follows: If two of the 
queries belong to the same block, then we ask one of the queries in each block, and 
the answer to the remaining query is implied. Otherwise the queries belong to three 
distinct blocks. Assume that the shortest query belongs to the block that starts with 
0’. The length of the longest query must be at least 2? We can directly compute 
the answer to the smallest query in time 17”‘ = (2”) ““, which is a polynomial in 
the input length. We ask the oracle the answers to the two larger queries. 
If A has an infinite O(n’) time subset S, then we let 
T=(O tow~log* r)JOr E S}. 
Therefore T is an infinite subset of B. We can determine whether Cl” E T by checking 
at most 2?’ -y candidates for x in the definition of T; the length of each candidate 
is at most 2C Thus we can test whether pE Tin time (2-“-y)(2-“)“ s 2’k+“” = O(3”). 
Thus TE DTIME(3”‘), which contradicts the immunity of B. We obtain a similar 
contradiction if A has an infinite O(n’) time subset. Thus A is bi-immune for P. Cl 
By Theorem 2.4(ii), it follows that there exists a set A over the alphabet (0) that 
is 2-cheatable and bi-immune for P. The existence of a 2-cheatable set A over an 
arbitrary alphabet such that A is bi-immune for P -will follow from the next lemma. 
(The proof is a straightforward, but notationally cumbersome, modification of the 
preceding proof.) 
Lemma 4.3. Let h be a total recursive function, and let C be an alphabet. 7”nen there 
exists a set A over the alphabet 2 such that A is bi-immune for DTIME( h( n)), and 
such that any three parallel queries to A can be answered by making only two gf the 
same qi4erie~ in parallel. 
Proof. Let g be a strictly increasing, time-constructible function tlnlt is at least 
121” h(n). We will begin by ccas:rcc:ir.g qs c=+ A L t .-_ _7!-C_-_&--_f !c!! .-...-.I-. 3L;;f 4 u J&t. ii G’v;‘er L11L UlyrruwLr jwj 3UblI LllQL f-a 
is 2-cheatable and bi-immune for DTIME( g( n)). Define g”“( n ) = n a 
g(g”‘( n)). Define g’-*‘(n) to be the greatest i such that g”‘( 1) s n. 
By the extended time hierarchy theorem [ 181, let B be a set in DTIME((g(g(n)))“) 
that is bi-immune for DTlME((g(g(n)))‘). Let 
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Then A is produced by dividing O* into blocks such that the block beginning with 
0’ contains g(i) - i elements; every element of a block be!ongs to A if and only if 
rst elcznent of that block belongs to B. 
As in [2], we can swer three parallel queries to 
only two of them., is is proved as follows: if t 
same block, then we ask one of the queries in each block, and the answer to the 
remaining query is implied. Otherwise the queries belong to thre 
Assume that the s 
of the longest quelry mus e at least g(g( z)). 
to the smallest query in time (g(g(z))bq whit 
We ask the oracle the answers to t e two larger querie -. 
If A has an infinite subset SE DTIlUE(g(n)), then we let 
Therefore T is an infinite subset of We can determine whether 0 ” E T by checking 
at most g( y) - y candidates for x i nition of T; the !ength of each candidate 
is at most g(y). Thus we can test whether 4’~ T in time (g(y) -y)g(g( y)) s 
, 
(g(g(y)))?. Thus TE DTIME((g(g(y)))‘), which contradicts the l 
We obtain a similar contradiction if A has an infinite subset in DTI 
A is bi-immune for DTIME(g(c)). 
S e have constructed a set A over the alphabet (0) such that A is bi-immune 
for E(g( ys )), and such that any three parallel queries to A can be answered 
by making only two of the same queries in parallel. In order to extend this result 
to an arbitrary alphabet Z, let A” = (s 1 O“l E A}. Obviously, any the ar;9llel queries 
to A’ can be answered by making only two of the same queries in parallel. If 
has an infinite DTI E(f(n)) subset then a straightforward argument shows that 
has an infinite DTI~E(l~l’~(~)) subset.Thus A’isimmunefor DTIME(g(n)/(Z(“), 
which is equal to D rly, A’ is co-immune for DTIM E( h( n )), so 
A’ is bi-i 
et h be a total recursive function, and let C be an alphabet. Then there 
table set over the alphabet E such that A is bi-immune for 
. This follows from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 2.4(j). q 
e exiended time hierarchy theorem is a vzry powerful tool. It is interesting to 
note that we did not really need to use it in order to prove the preceding results, 
because the tee n3ques in [ 1 l] and [3] can be easily extended to show that if p(n) 
is time constructZble and p(n) 2 2” (n) lug(y(n)) then there is a set B in 
E( pi n )) that is bi-immune for y ieating p(n) = (g(g(M” 
s that if g(n)22” t en there is 28 set in 
((g(g(n)))‘). 
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proof above to go through without the extended time hierarchy theorem, whenever 
g(n) a 2”. The theore follows for smaller functions, because if a lan 
bi-immune for DTI (2”) then it must be i-immune for all subsets of 
ecently, Goldsmith et al. [16] have independently discovered another proof of our 
result. 
The next corollary implies the existence of 2-cheatable sets that are not 1 -cheatable. 
Choose a recursive function h that dominates all polynomials, an 
d ptt A. By Theorem 2.4(i) 
5. 
In the preceding section we saw that I-cheata le sets cannot be bi-immune for 
I? In this section we show that if A is recursive then A has an infinite polynomial-time 
computable subset or A has an infinite I-cheatable subset. Tlhus a recursive set 
cannot be co-immune for P and immune for I-cheatable. Consequently if a recursive 
set is bi-immune for P then it contains a I-cheatable subset that is not in 
. Let A be a recursive set. 
(i) There is an infinite set SE P such that S n A is an infinite 1 -cheatable set or 
S n A’ is an inJinite poljwomial-time 
(ii) There exist sets B and B’ su 
GA and B’cil, 
B and Br are l-cheatable, 
’ is infinite. 
(iii) A or A contains an infinite I-cheatable subset. 
. (i) Let be a Turi 
on input 0”. Let T(n) be a fully time-constructible functi 
)). (For example, we c let T(n) be the running 
which, on input of le 
T’“’ be the composition of T with itself k ti 
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Then S is infinite. I is obvious that S is polynomial-time computable. 
that S n A is I-chea ble. Given strings x and y, we can determine in 
time whether x and y are in S. If KE S, then we make one query to S n 
if y E S n A, and we know that xe S n A. Similarly if y&S. If x E S a 
x- - - y or JxIa T(~J/) or IJ~~z T( 1x1). In the first case, only one qu 
needed. In the second and third cases, we query Sn A about the larger query, and 
we run M on the smat er query, using time that is linear in the I 
Thus S n A is l-cheat 
S rl A i.$ an infinite 1 
from S on only finitefy many strings, so Sn 
computable subset of A. 
(ii) Let and let B’=Sn 
(iii) B and B’ are I-cheatable subsets of A. 
Consequently we obtain Amir and 
oaf. By the extended time hierarchy theorem [ 151, there exists a recursive set A 
tk’.st, is bi-imm E( T(n)). By Lemma S.l(iii), we can lea 
1 -cheatable s or A. The bi-immunity of A guarantees that 
TIME( T(n)). q 
2. Let A hi II ~ecrwsive s t tha? is bi-immure for P. 
(i J , 77~~ e.uMs a set S E P SW/~ that S n A is 1 -cheatable, but plop in 
(ii ) There e.xissIs Q set B such that 
e a set t is bi-immune P. 
finite SE P that S n A is an infinite 
an infinite polynomial-time computable set. 
econd possibility is ruled out, so Sn A is 
I-cheatable set. Because A is immune for P, the set S n A cannot be in P. 
(ii) Let B = S (-7 
In [25], Schnorr defined self-reducibility. 
ible if there is a polynomial-time bounded oracle 
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Since SAT (the set of satisfiable oolean formulas) is self-reducible, every N 
complete set is polynomial-time quivalent to a self-recjucible set. A natural 
questicm is whether every set in N is polynomial-time Turing equivalent to a 
self-reducible set. (In [26], Se man posed that question for d-self-reducibility, which 
is a special case SC seif-reducibility.) 
such that 
If A is a recursive sat hat is bi-immuwfor there exists a set B 
(ii) B Si A, 
(iii) A SF 
(iv) if S is self-reducible and S G $ B then S E P, 
(v) $S is se&reducibCg then B $ F S. 
assf. (i), (ii) Let ,4 be a recursive set that i, bi-immune for P. y Lemma S.3( ii), 
there exisis a set B such that B is l-&eatable, B s L 
(iii) Let S be any set such tha( S GT 
is 1-cheatable then S is not bi-immune for P. Therefore 
(iv) If S is self-reducible and 1-cheatable then S E P [ I]. 
(v) If SEPand BePthen B&S. cl 
This theorem enables us to show that if NP contains a language that is bi-immune 
for P then there is a non-self-reducible NP p-degree. 
.6. If NP co.a?tains a set that is bi-immune for P tkeri 
(i) NP-P contains a 1 
(ii) F4P -- P contams a set 
. 
such that every se!f%educibie s t that is p~l~r?O~tid-~ii~~~ 
Thng-reducibie to B is in . . 
(iii) NP - P contains a set B that is not po/yzomiai-time Iking-equivalent to any 
self-reducible set. 
roof. Let A be a set in NP that is bi-immune for P. 
(i) By Lemma 5.3(ii), there exists a set 
1-cheatable. The first two conditions imply t 
(ii) By ‘1 hcorem 55(i), (ii), (iv) there e 
and every self-reducible set that is polynomial-time Turing-reducible to 
(iii) By Theorem 5.5(i), (ii), (v) there exis 
is not polynomial-time Turing-equivalent 
bi-immune for P unde 
a language that is bi-i 
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for P, we do not expect a proof of our assumption to be forthcoming.) We think 
that the conclusions in this theorem are suggestive of the likely behavior of sets in 
NP. Parts (ii) and (iii) of this theorem partially answer Se1 an’s ques:ion in [26]; 
Ko [21] has a!~ EJ~ e 9me progress or! Selman’s question.. 
By closely examin g the proof of the preceding theorem, we can obtain a slightly 
stronger, but more complicated result. Let s4 &A - -=* 
. . ~ “c c5 ski fn CAB ‘;~~a’: is ~cvi_i;T;Lif;-~~~~ ACT _ __-_ 
P. Then AED E(2”). As in the proof of Lemma 5.1(i), we efine a set S= 
(0 towf”)l n 2 0). ther S n A is an infinite I-ch Be subset of k, or S n 
infinite polyno time computable subset of nce A is bi-immune 
conclude that = S n A is an infinite I-cheatable set in N ver, instead of 
assuming that NP contains 2 Ian uage that is bi-imrrltne fo ould have been 
sufficient to assume directly that he set S = {Oi3G”’ ’ 1 n 3 0) contains a subset B t 
is in NP- P. As in [HI, this is easily seen to be eq to assuming that there 
is a tally set in ij, _(, XTE ~tow(~~~~ j. (Consider 
(,,I )Qtowm E S}.) That is equivalent to assuming that E(2 
!aow(?l))L I# 
u, x0 DTIME(2”U”“““a ). Some results like this were obtained independently 
in [17J. 
te sets 
By Corollary 4.5, there exists a P-cheatable set that is not l-cheatable. The following 
theorem uses diagonalization to extend this result. 
e construct a set A such that A is k-cheatable, but F 
asetof(2” -- 1) olyncmk?-time co table functions. The seco 
that A is ii-query p-super-terse, by rem 3.3(i). Let be the ith Turing machine 
t computes a set of (2’ - 1) polynomial-time computable functions’ (in a canoni- 
enumeration of such machines). Let Wi,,l= 0 ‘1 “-j. 
S;agc 0: ii := k; ;: 1; $* 
S:age i HI: n := 2’“; 
1: 
2: 
s whose length is less than n do 
s not yet been defined then xn( s) :- 0; 
for 2’! steps cn input (~j,,~, m,, T . . . , IV&; 
w& so as to make a.11 of ‘s answers wrong. 
’ The particular machine model is not important here. For concreteness we can assume that the TM 
has2”-- 1 different output tapes on which to print the values of thz 2“ - 1 polynomial-time computable 
functions. Since k is a constant, the TM can easily be .made to run in polynomial time, by evaluating 
one polyr,oaia!Ame computable function at a time. 
Bi-immunity results *for cheatable sets 261 
For each i there are infinitely many Turing machines whose behavior is identical 
to that of Mj (by stan ard padding techniques). Since 2” domindtes every p&y- 
nomial, the Gmulation in the construciion above allo-ws some machine that is 
equivalent to to run to completion. e construction defeats that machine, and 
hence defeats Therefore Ff is not puted by any set of (2” - 1) polynomial- 
time computable functions. 
We say that the string s is used in the diagonalizdtion if xA(s) is defined at line 
2, rather than at line I. The string s = onalization if and only 
if n is a tower of 2s andj is between I a termine in polynomial 
time whether s is use in the diagonalization. 
To she-iv that A is k-&eatable it su ces to show that F,“,, c [_t, 
1). If one of the k+ I input stri s is not used in the diagonalization then 
so we use our k parallel queri etermine the membership of the other k 
strings. 
If all k + 1 input strings are used in the diagonalization then one of their lengths 
is logarithmic in t he length of the longest string. Let s be such a string. We determine 
whether s cz A by running the construction at stage log”(lsl). The simulation of 
dominates the running time of the stage. The simulation can be performed in 0(4’$ 
steps 1201. This time is linear in the length of the input. We use our k parallel 
queries to determine the membership of the other k strings. q 
We immediately obtain the following. 
(i) there exists a set th,. .- ,C CS.CHIUUOC /rt ic G-rL~t~f+~ but not (k - 1 )-&a;able, 
(ii) there exists a set at is k-query p-superterse but not (k + 1 )-query p-terse, 
(iii) there exists a set 
(Wn 2 k)[F; c;+ 
roof. (i) Follows from Theorem 6.1 and the d~~nitio 
(ii) Follows from Theorem 6.1 and the definitions. 
(iii) Follows from the proof of Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 2.4(i). Cl 
Since some other separation results in complexity theory hold wit 
[3,14,15], we might wonder if Corollary 6.2(i) holds with bi-imm 
words, does there exists a k-cheatable set A sue nor A contains a 
(k - I)-cheatable subset? To the contrary, we s 
1 -cheatable subset. 
. If A is k-cheatable then contains an infinite 1 -she 
y the Nonspeedup eore P 
emma S.I(iii), if is recursive then 
R. Beigd 
-cheatable (where k 2 1) then A or A contains an injinite 
t for k 2 2 is established in ows 
atable set is bi-immune 
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